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Brand Overview
Point-of-Care-Partners (POCP) is a health IT consulting group which has been growing steadily for
12+ years. From developing slide presentations to white papers – to emails – and more, POCP’s brand
image across communication materials calls for improved consistently and unification.
With a stronger brand image, we are capable of competing with agencies. With a consistent
image, we will appear more reliable to current and potential clients. Our brand image helps clients
and prospects understand what they can expect from us, even before we have created more in-depth
sales communications.

POCP Personality:
Approachable

Experts

Trustworthy

Credible

Knowledgeable

Value-Driven

Diverse

Passionate

Work-Life Balance

Friendly

Responsive
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Logo Usage
PRIMARY LOGO:
PRIMARY LOGO:
Primary Usage

This will be the main usage of the POCP logo.

SECONDARY LOGO:
SECONDARY LOGO:

Secondary Usage – Stacked

Only in the case where the primary logo must
be made so small that it’s no longer legible, an
alternative stacked version is available.
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Logo Usage
PRIMARY LOGO:

SECONDARY LOGO:

Inverted Logo
The inverted logo may be
used on a solid black background. Avoid other colored
backgrounds, unless there is
good contrast and a strong
benefit to the appearance of
the logo. Again, please refer to
the guidelines for usage of the
stacked logo.

Image Background
The logo or inverted logo
may be used with an image
as the background, provided
there is good contrast and a
strong benefit to the appearance of the logo.
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PRIMARY LOGO:

Logo Usage
Wrong:

SECONDARY LOGO:
PRIMARY LOGO:

Right:
0.5”

Lorem ipsum
dolor sit
amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Nullam lacinia, orci at blandit commodo,
urna tellus accumsan erat, eget mollis risus lectus ut nulla. Integer at laoreet sem. Vivamus quis odio in neque finibus placerat.
Aliquam sit amet condimentum felis. Sed eget suscipit orci.
Nunc ut lobortis purus. Nulla tincidunt dictum faucibus.
Aliquam pellentesque est magna, porta vehicula sem pharetra
vitae. Donec at euismod dolor, id ultricies felis. Donec sem
arcu, lacinia semper venenatis eu, lobortis at lectus. Vestibulum
urna lacus, ultricies eu libero eget, tempus interdum arcu. Nam
elementum vehicula ex, id maximus augue interdum ac. Sed
faucibus scelerisque lacus sit amet ultrices. Nulla ut lectus tellus.
Nam efficitur urna urna, non tincidunt magna luctus eu.t

Lorem ipsum
0.5”
0.5”
dolor sit amet,
consectetur
adipiscing elit.
0.25”
Nullam lacinia, orci at blandit commodo, urna tellus accumsan erat,
eget mollis risus lectus ut nulla. Integer at laoreet sem. Vivamus
quis odio in neque finibus placerat. Aliquam sit amet condimentum
felis. Sed eget suscipit orci. Nunc ut lobortis purus. Nulla tincidunt
dictum faucibus. Aliquam pellentesque est magna, porta vehicula
sem pharetra vitae. Donec at euismod dolor, id ultricies felis. Donec sem arcu, lacinia semper venenatis eu, lobortis at lectus. Vestibulum urna lacus, ultricies eu libero eget, tempus interdum arcu.
Nam elementum vehicula ex, id maximus augue interdum ac. Sed
faucibus scelerisque lacus sit amet ultrices. Nulla ut lectus tellus.
Nam efficitur urna urna, non tincidunt magna luctus eu.t

• Avoid placing logo too close to edge of page or slide
• Allow at least 0.5” of margin space around logo from top, bottom, or side of page
• Allow 0.5” of space around logo from any other content (type, images); however,
space between bottom of logo and text may measure 0.25” from bottom of tagline
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Colors
Primary Color:
POCP Red

C= 10.2%
M= 100%
Y= 100%
K= 10.2%

R= 197
G= 29
B= 35

Web:
#436343

Note: Use this for headlines, accents such as divider lines, and areas of page that need attention.
No more than 15% of page should use red.

Secondary Colors:
Grey Shades

80% Black

60% Black

Note: Use 80% black for body copy.

40% Black

20% Black

C=80
M=17
Y=51
K=1

R=23
G=156
B=142

Web:
#179c8e
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Fonts & Typography
Typography is a powerful brand tool that can add important visual meaning to what is being
communicated. POCP’s typography selection communicates clearly; is modern, yet classic;
and is flexible in a variety of situations.

Helvetica Neue Family

Garamond Family

Helvetica Neue Light
Helvetica Neue Light Italic
Helvetica Neue Regular
Helvetica Neue Regular Italic
Helvetica Neue Medium
Helvetica Neue Medium Italic
Helvetica Neue Bold
Helvetica Neue Bold Italic

Garamond Regular
Garamond Italic
Garamond Bold

Helvetica Neue is a clean, modernized
typeface that has withstood the test of time.
We may use this font in combination with
instances of Garamond. Helvetica Neue provides for a clear, powerful headline, and
also creates clean body copy.

Garamond is a classic typeface notable for
its readability and elegance. It can be used in
headlines, but it works especially well as body
copy. Use it in combination with Helvetica
Neue to create the POCP branding.
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Slide Fonts & Typography
For slide presentations, please use Arial and Georgia, common fonts which are viewable across
all devices.

Arial Family

Arial Regular
Arial Italic
Arial Bold
Arial Bold Italic
Georgia Family

Georgia Regular
Georgia Italic
Georgia Bold
Georgia Bold Italic

Arial is one of the most widely used
fonts available. While it has similarities
to Helvetica, it’s actually based on a
Grotesque font style. Arial is simple, clean,
and easy-to-read.
For use in slides only, please use it in both
headlines, and body copy. Remember that
font size, weight, and color all make a valuable impact on the look and feel of a layout,
and should be used for emphasis on the page.
Subtle usage of Georgia may also be used in
our presentations, typically on a subheader or
possibly a caption.
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Slide Text Guidelines
When creating slides, it is a best practice to write your script first, then build your slides from the script.
Consider your slides as illustrations for your script, and the bullets as your main points. It can also help
to think of bullets as “mini headlines” when you draft them.
Think “less is more.” Although there is no set rule for how many bullets or words per bullet, you want
to avoid the “eye-chart effect” of an overly busy slide. Remember, it’s ok for some slides to contain
just 1 bullet (no bullet mark needed in that case)!
The following are some more tips:
• Leave enough white space. Try to avoid complicated layers of bullets, subbullets, and sub-subbullets
• Don’t over-punctuate: It is acceptable practice to omit periods at the end of a bulleted phrase or
sentence. In cases where a bullet comprises 2 sentences, only insert the period at the end of the
first sentence for readability
• Use phrases if possible to reduce wordiness; a complete sentence in bullets is not always needed
• Use numerals, rather than spelling out numbers, to help shorten bullets
• Do not redefine an acronym on each slide unless individual slides are meant as standalones. Just
define on the first slide where acronym appears, and avoid expanding acronyms in the slide’s header
• Try to begin each bullet with the same grammatical part of speech, and use the same verb tense
(eg, present or past) for a group of bullets. This is called parallel structure
Bottomline: Create bullets with the above tips in mind: All text on the slide should serve a
purpose, and nothing should be extraneous.
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Images
POCP uses clear and relevant color photography (preferred over illustration/clip art). To support our
writing and brand, seek images with a human element which connects to the content. Avoid
images with metaphors, which may confuse the viewer. New images may be purchased on
www.iStockPhoto.com and should be stored in Marketing > Marketing Documents > Stock Images.
Sample Images:

The placement of simple icons in a red box can be used for communication throughout our materials.
Icons are stored in Marketing > Marketing Documents > Stock Images on SharePoint.
If you need an icon created, please request from the designer.
Examples:

@

Display charts/graphic renditions of a concept in our branding colors, but if necessary, occasional use
of additional colors to illustrate a point is acceptable.
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Contact
Please refer to these guidelines when creating work under the POCP brand.

For any questions regarding the use of these guidelines, please contact:
Jeanette Nelson
Marketing Consultant
jeanette.nelson@pocp.com
or
Aimee N. Youngs
Graphic & Instructional Designer
aimee.youngs@pocp.com

PRIMARY LOGO:

Thank you!
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